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ABSTRACT. R ecent progress in studies of th e s tructure a nd beh aviour of grain bounda ri es in ice a re 
reviewed . As a lattice geometrical model of the boundary, the co incidence-site lattice (CSL) model is 
considered for ice crysta ls. Some evidence of the va lidi ty of th is model is presented through observations o f 
specia l shapes o f natural snow, rem its of grain-bounda ry energ y measurements, a nd d irect microscopic 
observations o f boundari es by X -ray d iffract ion topography. Although methods of m easure ment of gra in
bounda lY energy h ave been d eveloped recently, resul ts are still not adeq u ate to be ana lysed in terms of real 
energetics fo r comparison with m ::>dels of atomic b onding. Modern methods of observing g ra in boundaries 
in ice using X-ra y diffraction top ::>graphy a re described . Observations of migra ting bounda ri es have revea led 
tha t face ting a long most closely packed CSL points impede the migration of the CSL bounda ri es whilst 
increased numbers of steps among facets with bound aries of other kinds e nhance it. The mobi li ty ofa fast
moving bounda ry has been d e te rm ined to be of the o rde r of ID- IO cm 3 dyn- I S- I ( 10 - 1 1 m ' N - I S- I) either in 
the case wh e n the d riving force is the capillary force due to the bounda ry energy or wh en it is the stored 
energy of disloca tions. 

RESUME. Structure et comporteme/lt des joints de grains dalls la glace polycristaUille. Nous passo ns en revue les 
progres n~cents concernant la struc ture et le com portem ent des joints d e g ra ins da ns la g lace. Nous avons 
considere le modele geometrique d es rescaux en coinc ide nce el l'avons appli q ue au cas de la g lace. La valid ite 
d ' un tel modele est appuyee pa r I'observa tion d e cer ta ines formes p a rti culi eres de la ne ige naturelle, les 
resultats rela tifs a ux mesures d' ene rgie de joint de gra ins e t les observa tions directes de j oin ls p a r topographie 
aux rayons X. Malgre les devcloppements recents d es m ethodes de m esure de I'energie d e j o int de gra ins, 
les resulta ts n e sont pas encore suffisants pour etre a na lyses en terme de theori e atomiq ue. Nous decri vons 
une nouvelle m ethodc d'observa tion des joints de g ra ins dans la glace a I'a ide de la diffraction d es rayons X. 
L'observation d e la migra tion d es j o ints revele que I'aecolement de g ra ins sur un plan a ha ute d ensite de site 
en co'inciden ce conduit it unjo int moins mobile a lors que les a utres j o in ts, presentan t des m a rch es, sont plus 
mobi les. L a m o bilite des join ts les plus rapides a e te d e tcnn inee et es t d e I'ordre de 10- 10 cm 3 dyn- I s- [ 
( ID- If m 3 N - [ s- [) soit dans le cas ou la force motrice es t associee it I'en e rg ie de joint SOil d a ns cclui Oll ce tte 
force motrice est associee a I'ene rg ie de defauts (dislocations). 

ZUSA MM ENFASSUNG . Struktllr Ilnd Verlwlten von K orngrenz en ill polykristallinem Eis. Es wird ein Uberbli ck 
uber die jLlngsten Fortschritte be i d en Untersuchungen d er Strllktur und d es Vcrha llcns von K orngrcnzen 
in Eis gegeben. Als ein g itte rgeol11etrisches Nlodell d e r Korngrenze w urde das Koin zid cn"s te llengitter
(CSL-)modell be i Eiskrista ll en b e trachter. Einige Beweise fur die Gultigkeit d iescs Model ls w urden durch 
d ie Beobach tu ngen b esondere r Fm·men natu rli che n S chnees, durch d ie M essung der Ko rng renzcnencrg ie 
und unmitte lba re mikroskopisch e Beobachtungen d e r K orngrenzcn du rch R antge nbeug ungstopographie 
vorgelegt. Obwohl Verfahren fur die M essung d e r K o rngrenzenenerg ie vo r kurzel11 entw ickelt wu rden, 
sind d ie Erge bnisse immer noch nich t ausreichend , UI11 vom Standpunkt wirklicher Encrg icvcrh altni sse mit 
bestimmte n M odellen der ato l11 a ren Bindllngen un te rsu cht werden zu ka nnen. Ei n neues Beobachtungs
vcrfahren f li t" Korngrenzen in Eis mit R antgenbeugungstopographie w ird bcschrieben. Beobachtungen 
wandernder K orngrenzen zeigten , dass Facettenbildu ng entlang di chtest gepackle r CS L-Punkte die 
Wa nderung d e r CSL-GrenzAaeh en hindert. wahre nd e rhahte Stufenzahl zwischen Face ttc n m it Grenz
Aachen andere r A rt sic verg rasse r t. D ie Bewegli chkeit der si ch schne ll bewegenden K orng renze wurde 
in de r G rasseno rd nung vo n 10- IQ cm3 dyn- I S- I ( 10- 11 m3 N- I S- I) bestimm t, cntwed e r irn Fa ll einer 
Kap illa rkra ft info lgc der G renze nerg ie a ls treibend e r Kra ft oder im Fall gespeicherter Vcrse tzungsenergic 
a ls Quell e d e l" treibenden Kraft. 

1. I NTROD UCTION 

The m echa nical properties of polycrystalline ice are of practical importa nce, because it is 
the real existing sta te of bulk ice in the hydrosphe re on the earth. R ecentl y our emphasis in 
the study of mecha nical properties of ice has moved from the processes which occur inside its 
constituen t single crystals to those which are governed by the boundaries between the grains. 
Various phenomena such as creep, yielding, a nd fracture of ice, grain growth a nd meta
morphosis in polycrystalline ice, etc., all depend upon effects of g ra in boundaries in addition 
to elementary processes in individual grains. Compared with situations in thc study area of 
m etals, the study of grain boundaries in Ice IS still im mature. H owever, som e important 
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contributions to the study which have appeared recently are enough to stimulate writing this 
review . For readers who wish to have general acquaintance with recent developments in the 
area of grain-boundary problems, several books are recommended (Bruggeman and others, 
1972; Chadwick and Smith, 1972; Chaudari and Matthews, 1972). 

First, it should be noted that this paper is limited to a review of the grain boundaries in 
pure ice. If impurities are involved, phenomena like impurity segregation to the boundary, 
impurity diffusion in the boundary, and other effects may occur, and they make the processes 
associated with grain boundaries complex. Although those phenomena are interesting in 
themselves, we avoided those subjects in this paper. 

With respect to the structure of grain boundaries, there are two methods of approach; 
lattice geometrical models and energetic considerations. In the geometrical approach, the 
coincidence-site lattice (CSL) model of the grain boundary has been developed extensively 
in the last decade to interpret the structure of high-angle grain boundaries which exhibit 
special properties at definite angles of misorientation. Although Bollmann's o-lattice model 
(Bollmann, 1970) is the most developed model which has generalized the coincidence model 
for all systems, the CSL model has been most commonly used. In this paper, developments 
and generalization of the CSL concept to the case of ice will be given in detail, with applica
tions to the understanding of the peculiar shapes of snow crystals, etc. 

The alternative method is to consider the grain-boundary energy both for examining the 
validity of the models as proposed by the CSL concept and for interpreting the behaviour 
of grain boundaries. Recent developments in measuring the grain-boundary energy of ice are 
described and results of measurements are interpreted in the light of the CSL concept. 

With respect to the behaviour of grain boundaries in ice, microscopic observations using 
X-ray diffraction topography revealed differences in the appearance of defect images between 
the well-fitted boundaries according to the CSL concept and other arbitrary boundaries in 
specimens subjected to stress. A model of the structure of a near-CSL boundary in ice is 
presented. Results of macroscopic observations of the movement of grain boundaries of 
recrystallized portions in sharply bent ice crystals were analysed using strain-energy considera
tions based on the dislocation model of small-angle boundaries. The mobility of grain 
boundaries were measured from these observations as well as from other experiments of the 
boundary migration due to its local capillary force. 

H. STRUCTURES OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES IN ICE 

I I-I. Dislocation models of small-angle boundaries in ice 

The first step in applying the dislocation model of small-angle boundaries to ice was taken 
when the present author and his colleague (Higashi and Sakai , 1961 ) measured the movement 
velocity of small-angle boundaries driven by stress in ice single crystals. Although the method 
of observing the movement was different, the idea of these experiments was the same as that 
carried out with zinc by Washburn and Parker (1952) . The experiments revealed that small
angle boundaries perpendicular to the basal plane are formed of arrays of dislocations and the 
velocity of movement could be considered as that of individual dislocations aligned in a row 
with a considerable distance between. Interest in the stress dependence of dislocation velocity 
in ice thus determined was revived recently in conjunction with its direct measurements by 
X-ray diffraction topography (Weertman, 1973; Fukuda and Higashi, 1973)' 

There will be no need to describe the model here because it is so well known and can be 
found in any text-book of dislocation theory (for example Read, 1953) and in some general 
text-books on solid-state physics or material science. Variation of the grain-boundary energy 
with misfit angle e derived from this model may be worth citing: 

jLb 
E = ( ) e(A-Iog e), ( I ) 

47T I - V 
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where fL, v, and b represent the rigidity modulus, Poisson's ratio of the crystal, and Burgers 
vector of dislocations concerned respectively. A is a constant which is associated with the core 
energy of dislocations. This equation will be used in sections on the energetics and on grain
boundary migration later. 

II -2. Coincidence-site lattice (CSL) model 

It has been well known with metals that boundary properties vary both with misorienta
tion a nd boundary plane. In particular, there are some special misorientations which 
exhibit higher mobilities in the presence of impurities and lower energies than those with 
a rbitrary misorientations. To interpret this behaviour of special grain boundaries, the 
coincidence-site lattice (CSL) model was proposed by Kronberg and Wilson (1949), and since 
then it has achieved much success with various materia ls. Some direct evidence for the 
validity of the model were obtained by electron-microscopic and field-ion-microscopic 
observations. 

It was shown that for certain misorientations about rational axes there exist superlattices 
on which a fraction ( I j L.) of the lattice points in the two crystals lie. The superlattice thus 
formed in interpenetrated lattice points of the two crystal grains is called a Coincidence-Site 
Lattice (CSL). Any CSL is characterized by a number L. , a rotation axis [hkl] , and a rota tion 
angle 8, between which the following relations hold for a three-dimensional CSL composed 
of cu bic crystals : 

8 = 2 tan- l (y jx) y N, 
where x andy are integers and N = (h2 +k2 + l2 ) , and 

L. = x2+ Nyz . 
The number L. , which is called the "reciprocal density of CSL points" , means that in the 
unit cell of the CSL there exist L. lattice points of the two interpen etrating crystal lattices. 
The smaller this number is, the more common lattice points exist, and crystallographic planes 
of the CSL have a high density of coincident lattice points of both crystals. In the CSL theory 
of grain boundaries, such planes of good atomic fit are considered to correspond to special 
grain boundaries at which the boundary energy will be low. Therefore, lattices with smaller 
values of L. should be considered among the infinite number of them. 

The CSL of the hexagonal system of crystals was first considered by Bruggeman and others 
(1972) for hexagonal closed-packed (HCP) metals. They gave tables of L. and 8 pairs with 
rotation axes [0001], ( 1010) and ( 1120) , for values of L. less than 37. Similar calculations 
were performed (unpublished work by T. Hondoh) with a simple hexagonal lattice of which 
the axial ratio was y (8 j3). This is a first approximation to the ice crystal la ttice which takes a 
more complex structure than HCP. If we consider only cases in which the rotation a xis is 
pamllel to the basal plane, the equations corresponding to Equations (2) and (3) are 

8 = 2 tan- l - -(3) ~ m 
8 n' 

(5) 

where m and I! are integers and (3 is the C.C.F. between 8n and 3m. 
R esults of calculations with ( 1210) and ( 1010) rotation axes for L. less than 50 are 

tabulated in Table I. The unit cells of the CSL have three types of rectangular prisms 
according to the selection of odd and even numbers for m and n. Size of the unit cell changes 
with different values of L. but the direction of each side of the cell as indicated in Figure I is 
the same as expressed in the figure caption. Correspondence between the pairs (n, m) and L. 
are as given in Table I. In Figure 1 the origin of coordinates is 0 and the direction of the 
rotation axis is os. 
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TABLE I. COINCIDENCE-SITE LATTICES FORMED BY ROTATIONS ABOUT ( 1210) 
AND ( 1010) OF SIM PLE HEXAGONAL LATTICES, ~ < 50 

Rotation axis ( 12 1O) Rotation axis ( 101O) 

Rotation Indices of R otation Indices of 
angle 0 (",m ) ~ OTTS plane angle 0 (n, m) ~ OPTS plane 

d eg deg 

26,53 (9.2) 38 (9°94) 23.07 (3. 1) 25 (3632) 
38 .94 (3. 1) 2 7 (3032) 34 .05 (2.1 ) 35 (1211 ) 
5°.48 ( 1.2 ) 22 ( 1014) 44.42 (3.2) 14 (3634) 
55.88 (2.1 ) 41 ( 1011 ) 57. 11 ( 1. 3) 35 (1216) 
70·53 (3.2) 18 (3°34) 62.96 ( 1.1 ) 11 (1212 ) 
86.63 ( 1.1 ) 17 ( 1012) 78.46 ( 1. 2) 10 (1 214) 

88.83 (3·5 ) 49 (36310) 

U U 

o o 
(a) (b) 

u 

(c) 

Fig. I. Coincidence-site laUice composed from simple hexagollal lattices, combinations qf even and odd numbers for a pair of 
(n, m) in T able I give different shapes, (a) Ior odd n alld odd m, (b) odd n alld even m, (c) even n alld odd 111. In every 
case, 0 is origin and OS is the rotation axisfor constructing bic~ystals. With the rotatioll axis ( [ 2 [0 ) , 0 P = [In , 0, m, 11], 
OS = H I210] , and OR = [8n, 0, & , 9m] I{3, . With the rotation axis ( ro r o ) , OP = Hln, 2m, rn , 3n], OS = 

HIO IO], and OR = [8n , r6n , 8n, 9m]13{32' 

It should b e noted on Figure I , tha t a coincidence site lattice is in the body-centred 
position in the cell for the case of odd numbers of both nand 17Z. For the cases of one even and 
one odd for a pair of nand 17Z, face-centred coincidence sites appeared on a pair of end faces of 
the rectangular prism. In the case of 12 = 2 and 17Z = I , the hig h-density coincidence sites 
appear on the plane OPTS as shown in Figure I (C) a nd th is is the plane (1211 ) in the case of 
<1010> rotation axis as shown in Table r. This will be referred to again later in association 
with a special gram boundary of which the behaviour was examined by X-ray diffraction 
topography. 

II-3· Application of the CSL model to ice 

The first attempt to apply the CSL model of grain boundaries to ice was m ade by 
K obayashi and F urukawa (1975) to prove that the twelve-branched snow crystals and twin 
prisms found in ice fog are formed from rota tion twins about the (0001 ) plane of the ice. In 
this case, relationships between the ~ (they call it multiplicity) and rotation angles () are given 
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as shown in Table n. If we admit some near-coincidence sites for constructing CSL cells 
on the basal plane, then the ~ decreases as indicated by ~' in this table. The rotation angles 
60°, 38.2 ° (21.8°),27.8°,30.6°, and 30.0° are then the rotations which make the basal com
position plane low in energy. A twelve-branched snow crystal shown in Figure 2 exhibits 
clearly that the misorientation angle between two hexagonals is 22°. Misorientation angles of 
twelve-branched snow crystals counted from many photographs have several peaks at 18°, 
22°, 27°, and 30°, and these coincide with the angles of small ~ in Table 11 except for 18°, 
which is a relatively small peak. Twin prisms of which the rotation angles coincide with those 
in Table II are a lso observed . 

TABLE II. CSL RELATIONSHIP FOR POSSIBLE COINCIDENCE BOUNDARIES ON 

( 0001 ) IN ROTATION TWINNING (AFTER KOBAYASHI AND OTHERS, 1976) 

Corresponding natllral 
Rotation angle 11 L L ' Twin axes ice crystals 

deg 

60.0 [11 20] twin prism 

38. 2 ( 21.8 ) 7 [ 21 30 ] twist prism 
twelve-branched snow 

27.8 13 [ 3 140 ] twist prism 
twelve-branched snow 

3 0 .6 97 14 twelve-branched snow 

3 0 .0 (square) II 

L ' is the reciprocal density of CSL points when near-CSL junctions 
are a llowed . 

Fig. 2 . T welve-branched Sl/.OW crystal 11 = 22° (after Koba)lashi and Fllrllkawa, 1975). 
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Kobayashi and others (1976) then generalized the CSL concept for extended applications 
to the structure of polycrystalline snow like combinations of bullets and columns and other 
peculiar features of natural snowflakes. In the generalized CSL concept, they calculated the 
angle et: between the c-axes of two crystals which are in the rotation-twin relationship with a 
rotation axis perpendicular to a crystallographic plane (hi' h" h3' k). Since they are only 
concerned with rotation-twin boundaries, the calculation is limited in the case L = I, but 
they "generalized" the CSL model in considering the direction of 0 - 0 bonds, which makes 
the case of ice quite different from that of metals. 

Although all the lattice points along this composition plane exactly coincide with each 
other, the orientation of a pair of bond arms extended from each O-atom across the composi
tion plane does not always coincide with each other. Therefore, to judge which planes from 
arbitrary crystallographic planes (hu h2' li3 , k) can be real twin boundaries, the value of 
"bond misorientation" angle f3 and that of reciprocal planar density of the coincidence sites 
.:\ were considered. The smaller the values of f3 and .:\ are, the smaller the boundary energy is. 
In the case of L = I, the angle IX between the c-axes of each component crystal composing 
a((.,hu h2' h3' k»* twin is simply given by the equation: 

(6) 

The angles f3 for a ll the combinations of each pair of bond arms were then obtained by the 
stereographic projection method with particular composition planes of low indices which 
were considered to be interesting in relation to the shape of polycrystalline snow. An example 
of their calculation is given in Table Ill , in which the angles IX and minimum f3 among 
various combinations of 0 - 0 bonds appeared and the planar reciprocal density of CSL .:\ 
were tabulated for every possible composition plane parallel to the common axis [I 120]. 

TABLE Ill. CSL RELATIONSHIPS FOR POSSIBLE ~hohk'?> TWINS 

(AFTER KOBAYASHI AND OTHERS, 1976) 

Composition 
plane Cl( 

deg 

101 I 55·7 
1012 93. 1 
1013 115·5 
1014 129.3 
1015 138,5 
1016 145.0 
101 7 149·7 
1018 153·4 
202 1 29.6 
2023 76.8 
2025 105.7 
202 7 123.2 
3031 20.0 
3032 38.8 
3034 70.3 
3035 82·7 
3037 101.9 
3038 109. 2 
404 1 15.0 
4043 43 .2 
4045 66·9 
4047 85·5 
5051 12.1 
5052 23·9 

74·3 
56.8 

,\ 

1.13 
1.45 
1.87 
2· 34 
2.82 
3.32 
3.83 
4·34 
2.07 
2·55 
3.3 1 
4. 20 
3.05 
3. 18 
3.67 
4.00 
4 .76 
5. 18 
4.03 
4.30 
4·79 
5·45 
5.03 
5. 11 

* The symbol ~ ;l> means a twin axis perpendicular to the plane {hr , h2' h3' k}. 

{3 
deg 

9·5 
8.0 
4.0 

11.0 
2.0 
4·5 
9.0 

12.0 
8·5 
3.0 
2.0 
9.0 

12·5 
0.0 
0.0 
7.0 
6·5 
0.0 
9·5 
4·5 
2·5 
9.0 
8.0 
3.0 
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If we consider that sm a ller values should be taken with f3 and ,\ fo r a real twin bounda ries, 
{ 1010}, « IOI '2}, { IOI 3}, «'2021 }, {2023}, «2025}, {303'2}, {3034}, and «3038} twins 
m ay be predicted . Figure 3 illustrates a section of the {3034} twin on the plane of ( I 120). 
O pen a nd closed circles represent the position of O-atoms on two a djacent planes p a ra llel 
to ( I 120). Bondings of 0 - 0 a tom s in twinning posi tions a t the bounda ry (3034) indicated 
by d ashed lines a re perfect at such si tes as indica ted by arrows a nd this projection g ives 
f3 = 0 in Table III as the minimum va lue of various f3s. Figure 4 is a frequency histogra m of 
meas ured angles be tween the c-axes of each componen t in a combina tion of bullets (columns 
conically terminated ) lying on the same plane of photo micrographs collected from various 
sources. Peaks a t a round goo, 70°, 55° correspond to { IOI2}, {3034} or «3038}, a nd 
{ IOIO} twins a m ong the predicted on es stated above. F rom these coincidences, K o bayashi 
and o thers concluded that such specia l shapes of sn ow as a combination bullets a nd o ther 
assemblages of twinned columns a nd scrolls origina ted from twinned seeds and then each 
component grew under the favoura ble circumstances fo r prism growth. The real m echa nism 
of twinning a t the very initial stage of nucleation is n ot known yet. 

Twin relations a re a lso found be tween interlocked crystals in la rge-grained glacie r ice 
which exhibits the dia m ond fa bric p attern (M atsuda a nd W akahama, 1977). They m easured 
the rotation angles bo th of c-axes (T) a nd a-axes (lXij) be tween every p a ir of adj acen t g ra ins, 
a nd ob tained the combina tion of va lues to be sa tisfi ed by any 180°, 120°,90°, and 60° twins. 
H owever, they did not consider the r esults using the C SL concept a nd therefore the struc ture 
a nd origin of twin boundaries is no t clear. 

Ill. E NER GETIC OF GRA IN BOUNDARIES I N ICE 

G rain-boundary energy or interface energy of ice w as determined experimentally firs t by 
K e tcha m and H obbs (1969). T he m e thod they ad opted was to m easure the angle of g ra in-

• I • I 0 I • 

• 

• 

Fig. 3 . l llustration oJ a bonding structure along a com/)ositioll boundary in a ~3034~ twill. B Olldings are perfect at coil/cidellce 
sites indica ted b), arrows ({ifter Kobayashi alld others , 1976). 
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Fig. 4. Afrequenq histogram of measured angle between the c-axes of each component in a combillation of bullets iYing 011 the 
same plane of photographs (afier Kobayashi alld others , I976 ). 

boundary grooves as shown in Figure 5. Such a g roove appears at the intersection of a grain 
boundary with the surface of ice exposed to i ts saturated water vapour in equilibrium. If the 
groove angle at the bottom is 8y s , the balance of the surface-tension forces shown in Figure 5 
r equires the following equation, 

O"g b 
- = 2 COS ( 8ys / 2 ) . 
O"YS 

For the determination of O"gb, it is necessary to measure the angle 8ys , which is a lso needed 
for the determination of O" ys . To measure the a ngle 8ys , they coated the surface of ice in 
equilibrium with a solution (5 % by weight Formvar/ethylene dichloride) to take a replica of 
the shape of the grooves. After the solvent had evaporated, the replica fi lm was carefully peeled 
off and lightly silvered, and then it was examined under an interference microscope. Contours 
of the interference stripes at the groove gave the slope and consequently the a ngle 8ys . 

Vapour 

0:,5\ /0:,5 
_______ __.. \-:-- evs--:/ ------------

I c e I ce 
g ra i n gra i n 

1 2 

Fig. 5 . Section of a groove between two grains of ice ill equilibrium with water vapour. 
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For the estimate of cryS, it is necessary to know the value of BI s in addition to Bys a nd also 
the contact a ng le </> of water on ice, where BIs is the groove angle as in Figure 5 when the 
surface of ice is in contact with wa ter instead of the saturated water vapour. Both of these 
qua ntities were a lso determined carefully by them selves and the r esults are given as follows: 

crl s = (33 ± 3) m] m - z, 

CJyS = (109 ± 3) m] m- z, 

CJg b = (65 ± 3) m] m- Z
• 

The value of crls is not directly related to the gra in-boundary energy but it was obtained from 
the measurement of BIs. T hey m easured the angle By s and BIs in various cases of different 
misfit angles be tween two adjacent grains to d etermine whether there existed any anisotropy 
at those angles. They found a tendency of increasing BIs only a t small angles be tween the 
c-axes of two gra ins, but practica ll y no anisotropy with eys . The limits of erro r indicated 
above are those d educed from the scatter of the m easured values. 

Suzuki ( 1970) a nd Suzuki and Kuroiwa ( 19 72) adopted a new method in which the 
g rooved ice surface was covered b y a thin foil (0.3 [J.m in thickness) of brass to avoid any 
chemical modification of the ice surface by the r eplica solution. The thin foi l was carefully 
put on the ice surface and a slight pressure was a pplied to the foil surface with a cl ean silk 
cloth to ensure the tight adhesion be tween the foil a nd the ice surface so that the shape of the 
g roove can be d etected precisely using an in te rfel"ence microscope. They compared the 
values of Bys m easured by this m e thod with those m easured by the r eplica method and found 
th at the former were a lways smalle r than the la tter. They a ttributed this systematic difference 
of the values of Bvs to the a ttacking by eth ylene dichloride of the ice surface, which might 
increase the depth of grooves. Although they found variations of the value Bys with respect 
to the misorientatio n a ngle of c-axes or of a-axes a nd calculated those of the grain-boundary 
energy, no interpre tation was given on those vari a tions. In the ca lcul a ti on of gra in-boundary 
energy, they used theoretical values of the surface energy cryS ob ta ined by R euck ( 1957) . 
Since this is a pproxima tely 10 to 20 °/.} higher (diffe ring with basal a nd prism pl a n es) than 
that determined exp erimentall y as a bove, and the a ngle Bys is smaller in the case o f the thin 
foil method tha n the replica m e thod, va lues of the grain-bounda ry energy o bta ined by 
Suzuki ranged be tween 60 to 100 m] m - Z• 

Suzuki (1970) a lso measured the rela tive magnitude of the gr a in-boundary energy by 
observing the equilibrium angle of the triple node of the boundary, using the re la tionship 

~-~-~ 
sin </>1 - sin </>2 - sin </>3 ' 

(8) 

()23 

grain 3 grain 2 

grain 

Fig. 6. T rijJle lIode oJ three graill bOlllldaries oJ ice ill equilibrium. See Eqllation (8 ). 
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which holds between the three grain-boundary energies 0"23' 0"' 3' and 0"' 2 with respect to the 
angle 4> " 4> 2> and 4>3 as indicated in Figure 6. If the orientation relation between two particular 
grains is fixed, for example between I a nd 2, then we can determine the values of 0"2 3 and 0"3 ' 

relative to 0"' 2 from the measurements of angles 4>" 4> 2' and 4> 3' 

In his experiments, the misorientation angle between the c-axes of g ra in 1 and 2 was fixed 
a t 50° and the direction of c-axis of grain 3 was varied. The relative values R = 0"23/0"12 or 
0"1 3 / 0"12 are plotted against the misfit angles between either grain 1 or 2 and grain 3 on Figure 7. 
H e examined these data with a theoretical expectation, derived from Equation (I), 

R -0 = Ro[A - log 8], (g) 

1· 5 0 0 

, , 
0 0 0 0 , 

0 d .0 

tf 
0 , 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
, , 

0 I 
0 0 

0 
0 0 - 0 0 

0 1· 0 
0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CIJ ifP 8 
lJ d 0 

0 

:J I 

P 0 
0 , 

c:: 
, 0 , 

0 01 ~ 0 
~ 

CIJ 0· 5 > .... 
0 
CIJ 

0::: 

0 0· 30· 60· 90· 120· 150· 180· 
Difference of C- ax is Orientat ion 

Fig. 7. Relative vaLues of grain-boundary energy with respect to misorientation angLes IJ between the coaxes of the two adjacent 
grains of ice. Boundary energy at IJ = 50° was taken as standard (after SllZllki, 1970) . 

which was derived from the dislocation model of small-angle boundaries, and found that this 
equa tion held between 0° and 20 0 for the misorientation angle e. 

Although he did not mention it, Figure 7 seems to show that there are several cusps of 
gra in-boundary energy for larger 8, at approximately 40°, goo and 145°. Since the c-axis of 
every grain lay parallel to the specimen surface, these angles corresponds to misfit angles 
which frequently appear for small ~ as tabulated in Table I , for example 86.80 around 
( 1210) axis for a boundary plane (1012) with:E = 17, and 34.05 ° around ( 1010) axis for a 
boundary plane (1211 ) with :E = 35. More precise experiments of this kind should b e done 
with full knowledge of the orientation relation between two grains before reaching any 
definite conclusion on the dependence of the grain-boundary energy in ice on the misfit 
angle. 
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IV. O BSER VATIONS OF G R A IN BOUNDAR IES 

X-ray diffraction topography has been successfully adop ted to observe grain boundaries 
in ice. T his method has a n advantage for ice in the sense tha t it does not require holding a 
specimen in vacuum as electron microscopy does. Although its resolution is much less 
(c. 10 fLm ) than that of electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction topogra phy has another 
advantage in tha t the field of observation is very wide, being up to several tens of millimetres. 
Although theories of X -ray diffraction images of dislocations in crystal have been develop ed 
extensively in the last decade, no exact theory exists for images of grain boundaries . However , 
in principle, X-ray diffraction is distor ted quite sensitively by strain fields in the crystal, and 
any strain field which occurred on or near the boundary could be detected by this method. 
To make it possible to observe any charac teristic images of grain bounda ries, the lattice 
dislocation density in the gra ins should be low enough not to disturb the images of boundaries . 

Figure 8 (a) and (b) shows a pair of X -ray topographs which were taken with the (11 20) 
refl ection for both grains of a bicrys tal which had a tilt grain boundary (misfi t angle 34 0 

around a <1010) rota tion axis) between them. Pendellosung fringes on both topographs 
reveal that the area ABCD corresponds to a grain boundary which crosses the surface of the 
specimen a t a very acute a ngle as illustra ted in Figure 8 (c) . Since the bicrystal was grown 
very successfully, the density of la ttice dislocations was in this case very low, probably < 10 
cm- z, and they did not disturb observation of a ny particu la r images on the boundary. Using 
this specimen, H ondoh and Higashi (1978) tried to observe wha t happened on the boundary 
when the specimen was stressed. Since the r esults will be presented in another paper at this. 
symposium, only the essential results will be briefly described h ere. 

91 

(a) ( b) 

5mm , 

side view 

grain 2 

D 

c 

grain 1 

(c) 
Fig. 8. A pair of X -ray diffraction topographs taken with ( II 20) reflectionfor grain I (a ) and 2 (b) between which a boundary 

lies as shown in (c) (after H ondoh and Higashi, 1978) . 
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T he line images a ppearing on the boundary disappear when the specimen is aged for 
several hours or more a nd appear again a t the same sites when the specimen is stressed again. 
The disappearance of the line images m eans that the strain concentration along the lines has 
relaxed after the ageing. However, such r epeated appeara nce a t the same sites indicate tha t 
some fa ults must exist a t these sites even though they canno t be detected by X -ray topography . 
W e propose that the line images are due to stress concentrations a t steps on the grain boundar y. 
If the real boundary deviates a little from any crystallographic plane of densely packed 
coinciden t sites, it should be composed of such a CSL boundary with facets a nd steps which 
adjust to a small angle of devia tion. Streng thening of the line images due to stressing speci
mens can be explained by the increased strain around steps with increased stress. This 
explanation tacitly postulates that grain-boundary sliding in polycrystalline ice takes place 
easily a t such CSL boundary planes. The fact that the lattice dislocation density near this 
bounda ry did not change, nor did any gra in-boundary dislocations appear on the boundary, 
seems to support this postula te. 

V. M OVEMENT OF T H E LARGE - ANGLE GRAIN BOUNDARIES 

V-I. M ovemenl of the boundary due 10 capillary fo rce 

M obilities of large-a ngle grain bounda ries in ice were studied in two different cases, in 
one of w hich the driving force was caused by the capilla ry force on a curved grain bounda ry, 
and in the other the driving force was the strain energy stored in a bent single crystal. For the 
former case, the following experimenta l m ethod, which was developed by Sun and Ba uer 
( I970[bJ) for their study of NaCl, was used . If we anneal a bicrys tal specimen as shown in 
Figure 9, the tilt bounda ry normal to a surface A, which originally subtended a n acute angle Cl. 

with a free surface B, bent towards the right so as to reduce the area of the boundary or to m a ke 
the a ngle Cl. less acute. According to Sun a nd Bauer 's a na lysis for the capilla ry force due to 
local curvature a t the intersection of the boundary to the surface B (Sun a nd Bauer, I970[aJ), 
the r ela tion between the distance of movem ent of the intersec tion a measured from its original 
point a nd time t is 

a2 = KI, (10) 

where K = 2M yf (rx ), 1\-{ denotes the mobility, y the boundary energy, and f(CI.) is a factor 
which m agnifies the driving force due to the magnitude of Cl. or the local curvature a t the 
intersection of the boundaries with the surface. Plotting the square of the measured a as 
ordina te and the elapsed time I as abscissa of a graph, the slope of the initia l curve gives K and 
consequently M y with a correction off(CI. ) to be given numerically. 

A 

B 
I --.;.. 

l: a ~-

( a ) 

w 

B 

h a ~::: 
( b) 

Fig. 9 . Schematic illustration of a specimen for experiments by SUI! and Bauer's method: (a) W.L and (b) w, (Hondoh, un
published ) . 
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U sing this m ethod, Hondoh (unpublished) carried out experiments to measure the 
m obility of tilt boundaries rotated a round a [1010J axis in bicrystals of ice. T wo typ es of 
specimens were prep ared from artificia lly grown bicrys tals with controlled tilt angles between 
their c-axes. In one the crystal was cut to have its face of broadest a rea perpendicular to the 
rotation axis w and d enoted as w -L (F ig. g (a)) and in the other it was pa rallel to w and d enoted 
as w 11 (Fig. g(b)) . H e found tha t the g rain bounda ry in w 11 specimens m oves much fas ter than 

1mm 
L.J 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. l a. Tracings from X -ray topographs of a bOllndOlY migrating IIl1der the action of capillary fo rces (a ), and an example of 

wavy intersections 0/ the / ast-moving boundary on a topograph (b) . T illle intervals between numbered lines in (a) are : 
66 h between I and 2 (treatment at - 20°C), 70 It between 2 and 3 (-5°C) , 50 It between 3 and 4 (-5°C) . 
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in w 1. specimens, sometimes even by a factor of several tens. This anisotropy of the mobility 
of grain bounda ries in ice could be also interpre ted with the CSL concept. In our recent 
studies of grain-boundary migra tion with the help of X-ray diffraction topography, * the 
movement of two intersections of the boundary (a ~ 34° around ( 1010») with opposite 
surfaces of a thin specimen were observed. Due to a slight bend of the boundary in the 
specimen, one of the intersections happened to make approximately 63 ° with the rotation axis 
w = ( IOro) while a nother was perpendicular to was are indicated in Figure lO (a) by K and L 

respectively. Positions of intersec tions of these two kinds obtained from X-ray diffraction 
topographs taken intermittently are designated by sequential numbers in Figure lO (a). 
Apparently, the migration velocity of the intersection perpendicular to w is faster than that 
making 63° to w , and by Sun and Bauer's analysis described above, the values of M y obtained 
from these data were (6 to 17) X 10- 8 cm2 s- J for the former a nd 0.2 X 10- 8 cm2 S- I for the 
latter. As can be seen clearly in Figure lO (b), the former intersection had a wavy (or stepped) 
sha pe while the latter exhibited clear facets. 

As was described at the end of Section II-2 and a lso was shown in Table I , the plane most 
densely packed with coincidence si tes is (1211 ) in the case of a = 34° around ( 1010) . There
fore, the unit cell of the CSL of Figure 1 (c) can be transposed in su ch a way as drawn by 
dotted lines in Figure lO (a) as os is the rotation axis w. Then, the actual direction of the fast
moving intersection is parallel to ST and that of th e slow-moving intersection is parallel to sp 
which subtends 63° with os. It has been found from other experimen ts* that a CSL boundary 
of the same kind exhibits facets in three directions of os, OT, and SP, each of which is a direction 
of the most closely packed coincidence sites on this (I2 I I) plane. As can be seen in Figure 
lO (a) , the actual moving plane of the boundary makes a very acute angle with a normal to 
the plane OSTP except at the very initial stage of the movement; it should extend nearly 
parallel to the long direction of the CSL unit cell. Since the length of this direction is nearly 
ten times larger than that of the sides os, it is not so essential whether the facet planes coincide 
or not with the planes, OSVR, OTUR, and SPQ.V. The essential facts are that the actual slow
moving plane in the case of Figure Io (a) is nearly parallel to ps, a nd is parallel to so in the 
case of Figure 9 (a ), while the fast-moving plane in both Figure Io (a) or in Figure 9 (b) is 
parallel to ST. The fast-moving intersection exhibits wavy facets as shown in Figure Io (b), 
a nd this suggests that the fast-moving plane, which m ay be para llel to a non-facet pla ne like 
ST UV ( l.w) should be composed of small segments of facets para llel to OT or SP a nd many 
steps between them. This kind of plane may b e able to move faster by the movement of 
kinked steps or ledges than the very smooth facet planes, as Gleiter ( Ig6g [aJ , [b] ) suggested 
for m etals. The face ts which appeared on the topograph of Figure lO (b) are much larger than 
those mentioned by Gleiter, but this could be because the observation in ice were made at a 
very high homologous temperature. The mobility of the faceted boundary plane should be 
sma ll due to the lack of steps. 

V-2. Movement of the boundary of recrystallized grains 

Another kind of experiment on grain-boundary migration was carried out using the 
phenomenon of growth of recrystallized grains in bent single crystals of ice (Fukuda a nd others, 
1977) . When a single crystal bar of ice of which the top and bottom surfaces are parallel to its 
crystallographic (0001 ) plane is subjected to three-point bending a round ( 1120) and annealed 
a t a temperature near o°C, recrystallization ta kes place from the top sharp bend. 

Growth of a recrystallized grain was observed with a thin sp ecimen between crossed 
polaroids, and its progress was r ecorded on a time-lapse movie film. Figure I I (a) is an 

* Paper by T. Hondoh and A. Higashi entitled " Anisotropic migration and faceting of high-angle grain 
boundaries in ice bicrystals", in preparation. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. [[. Traces oJ the moving boundary around a recrystallized grain ill a bellt single crystal cif ice (a) , and all illustration to 

show the driving forces in such a case (b). 

example of this process analysed from the film. When the growth process reached a steady 
state, the area of the recrysta llized part S incr eased linearly with time t, that is to say 

S = kt + C, (II ) 

where k is the areal speed of grain growth. Since the gra in grew in similar figures with a 
common vertical angle, the linear velocity v of growth front (boundary) is derived as 

k I 
V = - - (12) 

2{3 r' 

where (3 is a constant to be determined empirically from the sha pe of re crystallized grain and r 
is its modified diameter as shown in F igure I I (b ) . 

Since in this case the driving force P for the movement of the grain bounda ry should be the 
stored stra in energy in the bent portion due to the assemblage of small-angle boundaries as 
shown schem aticall y in Figure I I (b), it can be expressed as follows for a unit length of the 
boundary: 

{ 
p..b Y} I P = (A+ log n)-- -. 

47T( I -V) IX r 

This equation is obtained from the Equation ( I) in Section II- I , assuming that there exist n 
small-angle boundaries of equal tilt angle in unit vertical angle of the recrystallized fan. The 
capillary term y llXr due to the boundary energy y is in this case a small nega tive term compared 
to the stored strain energy and its inverse proportionality with r is obtained from the empirical 
fact tha t the ra dius of curvature of the boundary was proportional to r with constant of 
proportionality IX. 

The mobility M of the boundary is then given by inserting Equations (12) and (13) in the 
equation of its definition as follows, 

M = vIP 

= ~ [p..b (A + Iog n) ~] -I . 

2{3 417(1 -v) ~ 
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Numerical calculations with values of k, {3, and IX obtained by experiment and with an 
assumption of n = 100 to I 000 gave the mobility j\1 in a range of (3 to 9) X IQ - IO 

cm- 3 dyn- I S- 1 ((3 to 9) X IQ- ll m 3 N - 1 S - I ) . Y was taken as 70 m] m- 2 (Suzuki, 1970) in this 
case. This value of NI roughly coincides with that obtained from the value of My for the 
faster-moving boundary with Sun and Bauer's method as described in the last sub-section. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this review paper, I have shown that grain-boundary problems in ice have been 
recently cast in a new light both theoretically and experimentally. Theoretically, the 
structures of grain boundaries in ice have been analysed with the coincidence-site lattice 
(CSL) concepts through different methods of approach. Although the theory of CSL for ice 
crystals is not yet complete, such analyses have succeeded in explaining some special crystal 
shapes of natural snow, results of energy experiments, and X-ray diffraction topographic 
observations of grain boundaries. Deeper considerations on the theory either in geometry or 
energetics are necessary. 

Experimentally, m ethods of measuring energies have been deVeloped, but it is still necessary 
to measure the grain-boundary energy in conjunction with misorientation angles between two 
adjacent grains to supplement theoretical considerations. X-ray diffraction topography has 
been successfully used to observe microscopically the structure and behaviour of grain 
boundaries in ice. It is necessary to construct a theory of diffraction with grain boundary 
defects, as well as to accumulate more experimental data with this method, to clarify 
mechanisms of grain-boundary migration and sliding . 
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DIS CUSS IO N 

M. ELDRUP: If a grain-boundary contains some molecules which "belong" to the lattices of 
both grains, how open is the boundary in between, where the lattices mis-match? Will there 
be open spaces equivalen t to say half a vacancy, or one vacancy, or maybe more? 

A. HIGASHI: The mis-matching boundary should not be open, but corresponds more to 
interpenetrating molecules. 

N. K. SINHA: Could you give any comments on the role of grain-boundaries during transient 
creep, or its role, if any, in initiating fracture in polycrystalline ice? 

HIGASHI : Our experiments so far are limited to the area of small stress and strain , so we have 
not observed any phenomena associated with transient creep or initiation of fracture. 

]. W. GLEN: The evidence you have presented for coincidence sites as giving significant 
reductions of grain-boundary energy and for favouring certain boundary relations would seem 
to imply that the boundary is thin, that is to say that there is not a layer of disorder several 
atoms thick. Do you agree, a nd is your evidence also relevant to boundaries at high tempera
tures where boundary disorder might be expected to be la rger? 

HIGASHI: Yes, in cases of a good-fit C SL boundary, it should be thin, a lthoug h it is composed 
of facets a nd steps between. We have not yet observed the state at high temperature, but it 
may become more disordered . 

C. MAl: What are the scanning planes in your topographs, a nd what interpreta tion can you 
give about the contrast of the fine parallel lines one can observe in the grain boundaries? Are 
they the equal-thickness fringes? 

HIGASHI: The scanning plane is not necessarily one oflow indices. The topograph was scanned 
on the broad surface of the specimens. W e believe most of the fine lines on a good-fit CSL 

boundary are images of steps. Parallel broad lines are the Pendellosung fringes. 
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